Display Options
Instore Displays
Coulson Tiles is pleased to offer you a variety of display
options to suit your every need. Part of the service we
offer is working with you, to give your store the look you
want to create. With options ranging from slat walls, free
standing displays, and even display tiled areas, we are
happy to work with you to meet your requirements.

Example of instore display. Displays like this help showcase how
fantastic a product looks laid. Product used is our HEX DECOR
CARRARA HEXAGON MOSAIC 60X68MM PAMO60X68HXPT2957
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Display Options
Gondolas and Free standing stands
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Display stands for smaller areas, or large tiles are often
needed in your showroom. Stands like the 2 below, are
ideal for those situations, allowing customers to see full
size samples, touch and move samples around if necessary.

Dimensions:
Left
1400(H) x 600(L) x 500(W)mm
x 10 layers
Below
580(H) x 470(L) x 800(W)mm
X 8 layers
MERSW1500X6003259

The spinning gondola is the perfect way to
showcase our range of mosaics. Utilising the
slat wall system allows the mosaics to be
moved around, enabling your customer to
find the perfect feature to match their tiles.
Available in black matte. Dimensions:
1550(H) x 600(L) x 600(W)mm
MERST1400X6003268
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Display Options
Slat Walls
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Slat wall displays are largely becoming the more popular choice for displaying
tiles. They offer a clean and uniformed look for your store, giving your
customer the freedom to be able to move tiles around and design a colour
concept to suit their home. Available in black matte and white matte, portrait
and landscape, dimensions are:
Portrait: 2400(H) x 1200(L)mm
Landscape: 1200(H) x 2400(L)mm

MERSW1400X12403267

Free standing ‘H’ frame slat wall
stand. Suitable for use in open
space. Available in black matte.
Dimensions are:
1400(H) x 1240(L) x 600(W)mm

MERSW2400X12003255
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